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Abstract–Twenty-seven Taiwan’s earthquakes with local magnitudes ML=5.6−7.3 10 

and focal depths d=8.0−215.8 km were proceeded by the thermal infrared radiation 11 

(TIR) anomalies. The data set is good for us to explore the precursor times and 12 

mechanisms of TIR. Let TD and TN be the largest number of days when the anomalies 13 

observed in the day-time and the night-time, respectively. The precursor time, T, for 14 

an event is the larger value of TD and TN. The data points of T versus ML and those of 15 

TD versus ML are scattered. Regardless of two data points with abnormally large TN 16 

values, a positive correlation seems able to be recognized from the data points of TN 17 

versus ML. Among the 27 earthquakes, 8 events were proceeded by Rn concentration 18 

changes with precursor times TRn=7.4−171 days. For most of the 8 events, TRn is 19 

much longer than either TD or TN. Hence, the model of outflow of gases from the 20 

depths to the ground surface seems unable to interpret the TIR anomalies. Based on 21 

rock mechanics experiments, the temperature rise, ∆T, is generated by frictional 22 

heating due to preseismic slip. That the TIR anomalies discontinuously appeared 23 

before earthquakes and the occurrence times vary for different events might be due to 24 

the generation of frictional heating caused by preseismic slip on a few shallow 25 

sub-faults in the source areas before the earthquakes. 26 

 27 
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1. Introduction 53 

 54 

Since Wang and Zhu (1984) and Gorny et al. (1988) made the pioneering work, the 55 

anomalies of thermal infrared radiations (TIR) have been long applied for earthquake 56 

prediction research (see Ouzounov et al. 2018; Tramutoli et al. 2018). The TIR or 57 

long-wave radiation (LWR), in the spectral range 8−14 µm, that is a short-lived 58 

anomaly representing energy emitted from Earth in the form of EM radiation. It 59 

passes through the atmosphere and goes into space. The outgoing long-wave 60 

radiations (OLR) on the top of atmosphere may be detected by satellites (Ouzounov et 61 

al., 2018; Tramutolis et al., 2018). The OLR is influenced mainly by several factors, 62 

including the near-surface temperature, atmospheric temperatures, humidity of the air, 63 

and quantity of clouds. These factors are controlled by the intensity of atmospheric 64 

convective activity that depend on latitude and altitude (Ouzounov et al., 2006). Some 65 

authors (e.g., Ouzounov et al., 2018; and cited references therein) assumed that the 66 

TIR not only reveals stationary (long-lived) thermal anomalies associated with large 67 

linear geological structures and fault systems in the crust but also is related to 68 

earthquakes. Numerous observations lead to three characteristics of short-lived TIR 69 

anomalies: (1) the anomalies commonly appeared 4–14 days before forthcoming 70 

earthquakes; (2) the anomalies may lead to a positive deviation of 2–4 
o
C or more in a 71 

region of several to ten thousand square km around the epicenter; and (3) the 72 

anomalies decay very fast a few days after the event. Their spatial distributions and 73 

temporal variations may be influenced by regional meteorological environments, 74 

geological structures, and seismo-tectonics conditions. Numerous studies (e.g., 75 

Ouzounov et al., 2018; and cited references therein) show that thermal anomalous 76 

space-time transients may be found in the TIR or LWR before and/or during an 77 

earthquake nucleation stage. The main mechanisms proposed to interpret the 78 

temperature increases are: (1) the emission of diffused gases, e.g., Rn, CO2, etc., thus 79 

leading to a local greenhouse effect and/or near-ground air ionization to release heat 80 

(Enomoto, 2012; Tramutoli et al., 2013; Ouzounov et al., 2018; and cited references 81 

therein); (2) hot water squeezing-out from the deeper parts upwards to the ground 82 

surface (Surkov et al., 2006); and (3) positive hole charge (Freund, 2013), thus 83 

resulting in thermal infrared emissions and energy flow.  84 

In numerous observations (Qiang et al., 1997; Ouzounov and Freund, 2004; 85 
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Ouzounov et al., 2006, 2007, 2011; 2018; Pulinets and Dunajeck, 2007; Pulinets and 86 

Ouzounov, 2011; Pulinets et al., 2006, 2018; Tramutoli et al., 2001, 2005, 2013, 87 

2018), the time-varying spatial distribution of TIR anomalies seems to be random and 88 

varies very much for different earthquakes. Meanwhile, the observed hot spots are 89 

very often far away (even several hundred kilometers) from the mainshock epicenters. 90 

In addition, the TIR anomalies did not continue with time and appeared only on 91 

several days in either day time or night time before forthcoming earthquakes. Of 92 

course, for some cases the TIR anomalies appeared only once a few days and then 93 

disappeared before forthcoming earthquakes. On the other hand, field surveys, 94 

laboratory experiments, and theoretical modelling suggest that the emissions of 95 

diffused gases generally continue with time. It is necessary to study the inconsistency. 96 

In addition, the authors who studied the TIR anomalies usually do not mention the 97 

possible correlation between the precursor time of TIR anomalies and the magnitude 98 

of forthcoming earthquake. But, such a correlation is significant for both the basic 99 

study of intrinsic properties of TIR and the application of TIR anomalies to hazard 100 

reduction (Wang, 2021c). 101 

Several authors applied remote-sensing techniques to observe the TIR anomalies 102 

before earthquakes in Taiwan (Pulinets and Dunajeck, 2007; Pulinets and Ouzounov, 103 

2011; Genzano et al., 2015; and Fu et al., 2020). Their studies lead to the precursor 104 

times of TIR anomalies before 27 earthquakes. The Rn concentration changes were 105 

also observed for some events. These observations give us an opportunity to study the 106 

above-mentioned problems. 107 

Tsai et al. (1977), Tsai (1986), and Wu (1978) proposed that Taiwan is located at an 108 

oblique collision zone between the Eurasian plate (EP) and the Philippine Sea plate 109 

(PSP). The collision boundary between the two plates is almost along the 110 

Longitudinal Valley (LV) which is schematically displayed by a thin line marked with 111 

‘LV’ in Fig. 1. The PSP has been moving northwestward at a speed of ~80 mm/year 112 

(Yu et al., 1997) to collide with the EP. In northern Taiwan, the subduction zone of the 113 

PSP is beneath the EP. In southern Taiwan, the EP moves from west to east and the 114 

subduction zone of the EP is beneath the PSP. Active orogeny due to the collision of 115 

these two plates causes strong tectonics and complicated geological features in the 116 

region, thus resulting in high and heterogeneous seismicity (Wang 1988, 1998). 117 

The time interval between the occurrence of a certain precursor and that of the 118 

forthcoming earthquake is called the precursor time, T (Wang et al., 2016; Wang, 119 
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2021b). In this study, we will first compile the precursor times, T, of TIR/OLR 120 

anomalies before the 27 earthquakes and then explore the possible correlation 121 

between the precursor time and the mainshock magnitude. As suggested by several 122 

authors (e.g., Campbell, 2009; Thomas et al., 2009a,b; Masci, 2010, 2011a,b,c, 2012; 123 

Masci and Di Persio, 2012; Anagnostopoulos, 2021), it is necessary to further study 124 

the reliability and intrinsic significance of observed anomalies based on physical and 125 

chemical mechanisms. In the followings, the earthquake magnitude is the local 126 

magnitude, ML, determined by the Central Weather Bureau (CWB) (Shin, 1992). The 127 

focal depth of an earthquake is denoted by d (in km) and the epicentral distance from 128 

an event to an observation station is shown by ∆ (in km). 129 

 130 

2. Data 131 

 132 

In order to explore the possibility of using OLR as an earthquake precursor, 133 

numerous methods, for example, the robust estimator of OLR anomalies (RETIRA) 134 

by Filizzola et al. (2004) and Tramutoli et al. (2005), the OLR vorticity value by 135 

Ouzounov et al. (2007), the Eindex method by Pulinets and Ouzounov (2011) and Fu et 136 

al. (2020), etc., have been used to trace the variation in OLR from the satellite data. 137 

Here, only the Eindex method is briefly described. The study area is first divided into 138 

n×m grids, each being denoted by xij. Let the OLR value at a certain grid, xij, be Oij. 139 

The yearly average is denoted by Ōij=(Oij)one year. Hence, the current daily value is 140 

O*(xij; t)=Oij-ΣNijŌij where Nij is the number of the surrounding grid points around 141 

the target point. Let O*(xij;t) be the average of daily values observed in a time period 142 

of several days, for example 16 days used by Fu et al. (2020), excluding the value of 143 

the current day. The residue is represented by OLR(t)A=O*(xij;t)-Ō*(xij;t). Fu et al. 144 

(2020) defined EIndex=OLR(t)A/σij where σij is the standard deviation. They defined 145 

the standardized anomaly EIndex to be the OLR anomaly divided by a standard 146 

deviation. They considered an anomaly (EA) of EIndex as the preseismic signal.  147 

Genzano et al. (2015) observed TIR anomalies before M>4 earthquakes, including 148 

the 1999 ML7.3 Chi-Chi earthquake, that occurred in Taiwan during 1995−2002. 149 

They observed two significant time sequences of TIR anomalies first appeared 14 150 

days and 12 days, respectively, in the night-time before the Chi-Chi earthquake. The 151 

first sequence appeared in the Taiwan Island and was close to the mainshock 152 
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epicenter; while the second one occurred in southern China. Clearly, the first 153 

sequence may represent the TIR precursor of the earthquake. However, they did not 154 

clearly provide the precursor times of TIR anomalies for other M>4 events. Hence, 155 

only the precursor time of 14 days prior to the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake is listed in 156 

Table 1. In the table, tD and tN denote the days when the OLR anomalies were 157 

observed in the day-time and night-time, respectively, before related earthquakes.  158 

Pulinets and Dunajeck (2007) analyzed the transient OLR observed by NASA 159 

Aqua/AIRS prior to an ML5.6 (or Ms5.9) earthquake (with d=15.3 km) that occurred 160 

offshore southeast Taiwan on February 19, 2005. They obtained the normalized 161 

residual on 4 days in the day-time and on 1, 6, and 9 days in the night-time before the 162 

earthquake. Hence, tD=4 days and tN=1, 6, and 9, days for this event are listed in 163 

Table 1. Pulinets and Ouzounov (2011) analyzed the transient OLR observed by 164 

NASA Aqua/AIRS prior to an ML6.0 (or Ms6.2) earthquake (with d=27.1 km) that 165 

occurred offshore southeast Taiwan on May 19, 2004. They measured the static 166 

5-year standard deviation in the time period during May 2003 to December 2007 and 167 

the static mean of 18th–20th of five years from 3-day moving mean samples. Finally, 168 

they obtained the normalized residual in the time interval of May 18–20, 2004. This 169 

led to the appearance of Eindex anomaly in this time interval. This suggests that the 170 

POEA appeared one day before the earthquake. Since they did not mention that the 171 

observations were made in the day-time or the night-time. From their plots, it seems 172 

that the POEA appeared in the whole day. Hence, tD=1 day and tN=1 day for this 173 

earthquake are listed in Table 1. 174 

By applying the EIndex method, Fu et al. (2020) analyzed the satellite data obtained 175 

by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), USA for 35 176 

ML≥6 earthquakes during 2009−2019 in Taiwan. They found that the variation in 177 

EIndex may be disturbed by the occurrence of a typhoon before an earthquake. 178 

Meanwhile, the focal depth, d, of an event is also a significant factor in affecting the 179 

variation in EIndex. Based on Ustaszewski et al. (2012), Fu et al. (2020) took d=70 km 180 

as a criteria to classify the events into two groups: the shallow events with d≤70 km 181 

and the intermediate-depth ones with d>70 km. (Note that the location error 182 

determined by the CWB is usually higher for offshore events than inland ones.) There 183 

were seven intermediate-depth events in their study. Anomalies were observed before 184 

three intermediate-depth events with d=88.0 km, 73.4 km, and 215.8 km, yet not 185 

before four intermediate-depth events with d=206.2 km, 268.6 km, 203.7 km, and 186 
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258.9 km, respectively. Four of the seven intermediate-depth events were located at 187 

the northern subduction zone of the PSP and one at the southern subduction zone of 188 

the EP. Except for two events with d=88.0 km and 73.4 km, these so-called 189 

intermediate-depth events are actually very deep. There were 28 shallow events with 190 

d<70 km. Five shallow events were located at either the Ryukyu Trench or the middle 191 

part of the PSP and thus far from Taiwan. Three of the five events were proceeded by 192 

Eindex anomalies. In addition to the above-mentioned 12 events, other 23 events were 193 

located at the inland area of Taiwan or near the coast in offshore eastern Taiwan. Fu 194 

et al. (2020) observed consecutive appearances of EAs of LWR about 2–25 days 195 

before 24 earthquakes that are 69% of events in their study. They considered this 196 

phenomenon as a preseismic OLR EIndex anomaly (POEA). The source parameters 197 

and observational results of the 24 events are listed in Table 1. From the previous four 198 

studies, there are totally 27 events with preseismic TIR anomalies.  199 

We re-classify the events into two groups based on the focal depths from an 200 

alternative viewpoint. Wang et al. (1994) reported that inland earthquakes in Taiwan 201 

were located mainly in the depth range 0−12 km. The crust-upper mantle boundary 202 

with vp=7.5 km/s in the Taiwan region is mainly in the range 35−45 km as inferred by 203 

several authors (e.g. Rau and Wu, 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2005). Hence, an 204 

average depth of 40 km is taken as a boundary to classify the events: a crustal event 205 

with d≤40 km and an upper-mantle or subduction-zone event with d>40 km. Hence, 206 

the events with d≤40 km and d>40 km are illustrated by open circles and solid circles, 207 

respectively, in Fig. 1. From this figure, we can see that 9 events are inland and others 208 

offshore. All events with d>40 km are offshore and an event, i.e., EQ-13, is far away 209 

from Taiwan. 210 

  211 

3. Results 212 

 213 

From Fu et al. (2020), we can see that the spatial distribution of POEA is quite 214 

random and the POEA discontinuously appeared only on several days in either 215 

day-time or night-time before forthcoming earthquakes selected by the authors. The 216 

largest values of tD and tN for an event are denoted by TD and TN, respectively. Table 217 

1 shows that except for EQ-02, EQ-04, EQ-07, and EQ-16, the numbers of days with 218 

POEA are different between day-time and night-time. Before EQ-01 (i.e., the 1999 219 
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Chi-Chi earthquake), EQ-15, EQ-20, and EQ-23, the POEA only appeared in the 220 

night-time, yet not in the day-time. The POEA did not appeared in the night-time only 221 

before EQ-13. Relatively, it seems easier to detect the POEA in the night-time than in 222 

the day-time. Figure 2 displays the plot of TN versus TD for 22 events having both tD 223 

and tN. The thin line represents the bisection one.  224 

Although the POEA appeared on several days in either day-time or night-time, only 225 

the larger value of days for both tD and tN before a forthcoming earthquake is taken as 226 

the precursor time, T, in this study. Table 1 shows T=1–25 days for the 27 events. In 227 

order to explore the possible correlation between T and ML, the plot of T versus ML is 228 

shown in Fig. 3 where the crustal events with d≤40 km and upper-mantle or 229 

subduction-zone events with d>40 km are illustrated by open and solid circles, 230 

respectively. In order to further investigate the possible difference on the days of 231 

appearance of OLR anomalies between the day-time and the night-time, the plots of 232 

TD versus ML and TN versus ML are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively. In Fig. 233 

4, the events with d≤40 km and those with d>40 km are shown by open and solid 234 

circles, respectively. 235 

 236 

4. Discussion 237 

 238 

4.1 Examination of results 239 

 240 

Figure 1 exhibits that the number of offshore events is about two times of that of 241 

inland ones. This means that more offshore events than inland ones were proceeded 242 

by the POEA. This difference might be explained by two reasons. The first one is that 243 

since seismicity in Taiwan is usually higher offshore than inland (Wang, 1998), the 244 

number of offshore events with POEA should be larger than that of inland ones. The 245 

second one is that on the Taiwan Island, high mountains with thick lands, remarkable 246 

topography, and thick vegetation on the land would decrease the surface temperatures 247 

that are caused by either emissions of diffused gases from the depths or heat caused 248 

by faulting underground. Almost all inland events were located below high mountains 249 

which are commonly covered by a large number of plants and thick vegetation. On 250 

the other hand, offshore events are covered by sea water. Hence, the TIR anomalies 251 

would be lower for inland earthquakes than offshore ones.  252 
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Fig. 2 shows that except for the two data points with abnormally large TN values 253 

and one with abnormally large TD value, the data points are almost around the 254 

bisection line. There 14 events with TN≥TD and 6 events with TN <TD. This means 255 

that it is easier to detect the OLR in the night-time than in the day-time. From Fig. 1 256 

and Table 1, two events, i.e., EQ-08 and EQ-26, whose largest tN values are 24 days 257 

for the former and 20 days for the latter were located at eastern Taiwan. EQ-08 with 258 

d=46.9 km was offshore and EQ-26 with d=20.3 km was inland. The two events are 259 

close to each other with an epicentral distance<20 km. The difference between the 260 

largest tN value and the second largest one is 17 days for the former and 18 days for 261 

the latter. From Table 1, we can see that such a difference is much larger than those of 262 

others. In addition, two offshore events, i.e., EQ-6 with d=43.8 km and EQ-19 with 263 

d=38.4 km, are very close to EQ-8 and not too far from EQ-26. The difference 264 

between the largest tN value and the second longest one is 1 day for the former and 4 265 

days for the latter. The local tectonic and geological conditions for the four events are 266 

very similar. In addition, EQ-21 (with d=16.4 km) that was located at southwestern 267 

Taiwan has the largest tD value of 25 days. The difference between the largest tD 268 

value and the second largest one is 16 days which are much larger than those of others. 269 

In addition, two inland events, i.e., EQ-7 with d=22.6 km and EQ-10 with d=26.3 km, 270 

are very close to EQ-21. The difference between the largest tN value and the second 271 

largest one is only 1 day for both of them. The local tectonic and geological 272 

conditions for the three events are very similar. It is very interesting to ask why the 273 

largest tN values of POEA for EQ-08 and EQ-26 and the largest tD values for EQ-21 274 

are much bigger than those for others. As listed in Table 1, the largest tN value for 275 

EQ-01, i.e., the 1999 ML7.3 Chi-Chi earthquake, is only 14 days. For world-wide 276 

earthquakes, the POEA commonly appeared about 4–14 days before forthcoming 277 

earthquakes (Ouzounov et al., 2018; and cited references therein). For example, the 278 

POES appeared only about five days before the Ms9 great Tohoku, Japan, earthquake 279 

of March 11, 2011 (Ouzounov et al., 2011). Hence, the precursor times of EQ-08, 280 

EQ-21, and Eq-26 seem too long. The reasons to cause such very long precursor times 281 

are unknown. I assume that such a particularly early POEA was not caused by 282 

preseismic slip and thus the three values might not be the real precursor times. 283 

Although the data points are quite scattered in Fig. 3, T still slightly increases with 284 

ML when three data points with abnormally high T as mentioned above are removed. 285 

Fig. 4a for TD versus ML displays that the data points are quite scattered. Although TD 286 
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slightly increases with ML, not any correlation between TD and ML can be recognized. 287 

The data points in Fig. 4b for TN versus ML are also scattered. Nevertheless, the 288 

degree of scattering of data points seems lower in Fig. 4b than in Fig. 4a. This 289 

suggests that it is better to observe the preseismic POEA in the night-time than in the 290 

day-time. However, a high degree of scattering of data points for both TD and TN 291 

might downgrade the feasibility of using the preseismic POEA for earthquake 292 

prediction. 293 

 294 

4.2 Models of heat due to diffused gases and hot water 295 

 296 

As mentioned above, several mechanisms have been proposed to interpret the 297 

temperature increases on the Earth’s ground surface for generating TIR. Freund (2013) 298 

assumed that the upward outflow of stress-induced positive-hole charges from the 299 

source area to the ground surface results in TIR and energy flow. However, Putinets et 300 

al. (2018) strongly claimed that the model proposed by Freund (2013) is wrong 301 

because not any upward outflow of positive-hole charges from the ground has been 302 

observed. Hence, this mechanism will not be further discussed here. 303 

The emissions of diffused gases, e.g., Rn, CO2, etc., from the deeper crust to the 304 

ground surface lead to a local greenhouse effect or near-ground air ionization that 305 

releases heat (Enomoto, 2012; Tramutoli et al., 2013; Ouzounov et al., 2018). 
222

Rn 306 

first decays, with a half time of 3.8 days, to 
218

Po and then again decays, with a half 307 

time of 3.85 minutes, to 
214

Pb (cf. Scholten et al., 2013). During the two decaying 308 

processes, there are α-particle (i.e., 
4
He) emissions with energy release of 5.49 MeV 309 

in the first step and 6 MeV in the second one. This is a direct way to release heat and 310 

thus increase the temperature on the ground surface. It is assumed that Rn 311 

concentration changes may be influenced by different effects caused by forthcoming 312 

earthquakes. From the Rn concentrations measured at a station near a volcanic area in 313 

northern Taiwan, Liu et al. (1984) found that a very high Rn concentration appeared 314 

in the gases (mainly CO2) with hot water that discharged from the well. They 315 

assumed that hot water is very susceptible to Rn loss. They also claimed that the 316 

spatial distribution of events which occurred after the appearance of Rn concentration 317 

anomalies is not uniform and skewed in certain directions from the Rn monitoring 318 

stations. This seems to suggest that Rn concentration changes are sensitive to 319 
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earthquakes that occurred in some directions and insensitive to those in others. The 320 

surface temperature will be increased due to energy release caused by emissions of Rn 321 

and CO2 for some earthquakes, yet not for others. Kuo et al. (2010) observed the Rn 322 

concentrations at the Antung station in eastern Taiwan decreased from background 323 

levels to the minima before three local earthquakes. They applied the radon- 324 

volatilization model and the rock-dilatancy model to interpret the decrease in Rn 325 

concentrations. A decrease in Rn concentrations will reduce the energy release and 326 

thus cannot enhance the temperature on the ground surface. This will not lead to the 327 

POEA before some earthquakes.  328 

For the emissions of CO2 and some gases, Tramutoli et al. (2013) assumed that the 329 

fluids in the foot walls of a fault, for example the fault related to the Mw6.3 L'Aquila, 330 

Italy, earthquake of April 6, 2009, flowed upwards to the hanging walls in a time 331 

interval before the forthcoming earthquake and thus brought some active gases (e.g., 332 

CO2 and CH4) to reach the ground surface. Those gases would spread in the lower 333 

part of the atmosphere and then produce the local greenhouse effect that is responsible 334 

for the TIR anomalies. They also considered that such CO2-rich sources might be a 335 

little far away (for instance several ten kilometers) from the epicentral area. Hence, 336 

the TIR/OLR anomalies might appear somewhat far away from the forthcoming 337 

earthquake. However, there is a question about their model. The fluids flowed from 338 

the foot walls below a fault to the hanging walls above the fault. I wonder if the 339 

upward fluids can flow to gases-rich sources that  a little far away from the fault and 340 

then bring the gases to reach the ground surface or not because the rocks outside a 341 

fault zone are usually solid and compact. Enomoto (2012) assumed that a coupled 342 

interaction between earthquake nucleation and deep gases in the source area leads to 343 

outflow of gases. Surkov et al. (2006) proposed a theoretical model for temperature 344 

increases on the ground surface near the faults. They assumed that a tectonic stress in 345 

the source area results in water squeezing-out from the deeper parts upwards to the 346 

ground surface. A convection mechanism of warming rocks caused by upward hot 347 

groundwater may be responsible for stable temperature anomalies arising near the 348 

fault. This mechanism will be the main one to make the gases discharge from the 349 

deeper parts of crust upwards to the ground surface as mentioned in the last 350 

mechanism. From the two models, the TIR/OLR anomalies should appear near or not 351 

too far away from the forthcoming earthquake. 352 

It is interesting and significant to ask if the earthquakes having preseismic 353 
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TIR/OLR anomalies in Table 1 were also proceeded by Rn concentration changes or 354 

not. From scientific literature, we found that Rn concentration changes were observed 355 

before eight events that are 29.6% of the 27 earthquakes listed in Table 1. The TD 356 

values, TN values, and the precursor times of Rn concentration changes (denoted by 357 

TRn) with related references are listed in Table 2. For EQ-02, it seems that the 358 

TIR/OLR anomalies might be caused by the mechanism of energy release due to 359 

α-particles that were produced from the decay process of 
222

Rn because TRn=7.4 days 360 

from Yang et al. (2005) is larger than TD=1 day and TN=1 day. For EQ-19, TRn=9 361 

days from Fu et al. (2019) is smaller than TD=12 days and equal to TN=9 days. This 362 

event is on the margin of the application of energy release for TIR/OLR anomalies 363 

due to α-particles. For the rest six events, TRn is much larger than either TD or TN. 364 

Hence, the possibility to produce the TIR/OLR anomalies by energy release due to 365 

α-particles is low because the half-time of the decay process from 
222

Rn to 
214

Pb is 366 

only about 3.8 days. Meanwhile, for EQ-07, EQ-12, and EQ-15, the Rn 367 

concentrations decreased from the respective normal values to the minima before the 368 

earthquakes happened (Kuo et al., 2018, 2019). Hence, it is impossible to apply the 369 

mechanism of emissions of gases to interpret the TIR/OLR anomalies. For EQ-21, 370 

TRn is 54 days from the depths measured by Kuo et al. (2018) at a station with ∆=45 371 

km and 14 days observed by Fu et al. (2017a) at five stations with with ∆=31−212 km. 372 

The mechanism fails for the former but works well for the latter. Essentially, the six 373 

stations that are surrounding EQ-21 and in southwest Taiwan have similar tectonic 374 

and geological conditions. It is hard to understand why there is a big difference 375 

between Kuo et al. (2018) and Fu et al. (2017a). The Rn concentration changes before 376 

EQ-7 were detected by Kuo et al. (2018, 2019) at the same station, yet not by Fu et al. 377 

(2017a). The Rn concentration changes before EQ-10 that were close to EQ-07 and 378 

EQ-21 were not detected by the two groups. In addition, a few events without 379 

preseismic TIR/OLR anomalies in Fu et al. (2020) were proceeded by Rn 380 

concentration changes. From the previous discussion, it seems that the mechanism of 381 

energy release due to α-particles that were produced from the decay process of 
222

Rn 382 

to 
214

Pb cannot completely and reliably interpret the preseismic TIR/OLR anomalies. 383 

Hot springs are abundant and active in Taiwan (Lee and Cheng, 1986) and volcanic 384 

activities are also remarkable in northern Taiwan as well as several offshore areas 385 

(Lin, 2016). Hot springs and volcanic activities can produce a time-varying 386 
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non-uniform spatial distribution of heat in the Taiwan region (Barr and Dahlen, 1989; 387 

Wang et al., 1994; Lin, 2000; Ma and Song, 2004; Wu et al., 2013). Chan and Chang 388 

(2018) and Chan et al. (2018, 2020) also observed the effects of activities of hot 389 

springs and volcanoes on the TIR in Taiwan. Chan and Chang (2018) estimated the 390 

surface temperatures on the Tatung Volcano Group (TVG) in Northern Taiwan from 391 

TIR during 2002−2018. In the time period of their observations, two ML>4 392 

earthquakes occurred below the TVG. However, we cannot see anomalies before the 393 

two events from the temporal variations in surface temperatures, i.e., Fig. 5 in Chan 394 

and Chang (2018). A possible reason is that the surface temperatures caused by the 395 

hot springs and volcanoes are much higher than those produced by the two events. 396 

This confirms the importance of the effects of activities of hot springs and volcanoes 397 

on the TIR/OLR. Tronin et al. (2002) stressed that volcanoes result in abnormally 398 

high values of convective heat flow. The theory proposed by Surkov et al. (2006) also 399 

suggests that hot water which came from the depths of hot springs or volcanoes flows 400 

upwards to the ground surface and thus may be considered as a source to enhance the 401 

surface temperature for generating TIR/OLR. This will influence the time-varying 402 

spatial distribution of TIR/OLR anomalies. In principle, the data processing on the 403 

estimates of EIndex anomalies must eliminate the long-term effect due to hot water 404 

from hot springs and volcanoes. But, the four groups of authors who provided the 27 405 

events in Table 1 did not clearly mention this point. Hence, we do not exactly know if 406 

such an effect has been completely eliminated or not. 407 

 408 

4.3 Model of heat caused by preseismic slip 409 

 410 

In addition to the above-mentioned three mechanisms, we here consider a different 411 

mechanism that the TIR/OLR may be caused by frictional heat which is generated by 412 

preseismic slip on the fault plane related to a forthcoming earthquake. During faulting, 413 

radiation energy, fracture energy, and frictional energy can be produced on the fault 414 

plane and the frictional energy can be transferred to heat (Wang, 2006; and cited 415 

references therein). Since the detailed description of heat generation on a fault plane 416 

can see Wang (2006), only a simple explanation is given below. Due to preseismic 417 

slip, the frictional energy, Ef, produced by a dynamic friction stress, σd, on the fault 418 

plane is Ef=σdAu where A and u are, respectively, the slipped area and the preseismic 419 
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slip. The heat strength is Q=Ef/CρA where C and ρ are, respectively, the specific heat 420 

and density of fault-zone rocks and they usually do not change too much in different 421 

fault-zone rocks. In general, C is 10
3
 J/kg-

o
C and ρ is 2.6×10

3
 kg/m

3
. The heat 422 

strength may leads to a temperature rise in the fault zone with a thickness of h:  423 

 424 

∆T=Q/h=σdu/Cρh.                                        (1) 425 

 426 

Equation (1) shows an increase of ∆T with σdu which is time-increasing frictional 427 

energy per unit area. On the other hand, ∆T decreases with increasing h. The wear 428 

processes occurring during brittle faulting could widen h (Hull, 1988; Marrett and 429 

Allmendinger, 1990). The degree of wear processes is time-increasing. Hence, h can 430 

influence not only the long-term earthquake recurrence (Wang, 2018) but also the 431 

generation of frictional heat. A young fault with thin h is more capable of generating 432 

high frictional heat than a mature one with thick h. This suggests that the POEA 433 

anomalies should appear earlier before a young fault than a mature one when they had 434 

the same preseismic slip. Meanwhile, this may be one of the reasons why we cannot 435 

observe TIR/OLR anomalies before some earthquakes that might rupture along 436 

mature faults. 437 

The detailed description about temporal variations in preseismic stress and slip can 438 

see Wang (2021a). Only a simple explanation is given below. The stress σ usually 439 

varies with time (Atkinson, 1984; Rudnicki, 1988; Main and Meredith, 1989) as 440 

schematically displayed in Fig. 5a. There are three stages, i.e., Stages 1−3, before the 441 

earthquake occurrence at t=tr and two stages, i.e., Stages 4 and 5, during and after the 442 

event. In general, the time period is the longest in Stage 1 from to to ty and the shortest 443 

in Stage 4. Since only the precursor is taken into account in this study, Stages 4 and 5 444 

will not be further explained. In Stage 1 elastic buildup of strain energy starts at to and 445 

stops at ty when the elastic (linear) loading transfers to plastic (nonlinear) loading. 446 

The changing point from elastic loading to plastic loading is called the yielding point. 447 

Stage 2 (occurring from ty to tm when the loading stress reaches its peak) displays 448 

plastic strain hardening due to dilatancy because of crack coalescence and fluid 449 

transport in the fault zone. In Stage 3 (t=tm to tr) the loading stress decreases and 450 

demonstrates precursory stress drop or strain softening. The time period of this stage 451 

is several months. Stage 3 has three steps: (3a) for micro-crack linkage, (3b) for pore 452 
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fluid diffusion, and (3c) for quasi-static slip on the fault between asperities.  453 

An earthquake occurs after failure of asperities on a fault (Kanamori and Stewart, 454 

1978; Kanamori and Heaton, 2000). The stresses concentration appears on the edges 455 

of crack tip. Irwin (1958) suggested the stress intensity factor, K, to describe stress 456 

concentration. It is defined as (Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975; Scholz, 1990) 457 

 458 

K=Yσu1/2                                                                         
(2) 459 

 460 

where Y is a geometrical factor and u is the length (equal to the original length plus 461 

expansion length) of a crack or a fault responsible for stress concentration. The K also 462 

represents the resistance to fracture, and its critical value (denoted by Kc) rather than 463 

that of σ controls the rupture time. The temporal variation in K is displayed in Fig. 5b. 464 

Experimental and field data reveal that subcritical crack extension with K<Kc can 465 

happen due to chemical stress corrosion (Meredith and Atkinson, 1983; Atkinson, 466 

1984). The main factor to produce chemical stress corrosion is water that exists 467 

widely in fault-zone rocks (Sibson, 1977). The K increases with time and reaches its 468 

local maximum at time tm, then decreases with increasing time, and increases again to 469 

Kc within Step 3c. In Step 3c, σ decreases with increasing time and K increases with 470 

time due to a remarkable increase in u that compensates a reduction in σ. 471 

Experimental results indicate that the velocity of crack extension, ut (=du/dt), may 472 

be described by: 473 

 474 

ut=ÅKn
                                                  (3) 475 

 476 

where Å is a constant and n is the stress corrosion or subcritical crack growth index. 477 

The two parameters are influenced by temperature, grain size of rocks, and pore fluid 478 

pressure. The value of n is commonly between 20 and 60 for earth’s materials 479 

(Meredith and Atkinson, 1983; Atkinson and Meredith, 1987). Generally, ut increases 480 

with temperature and decreases with increasing grain size of rocks. 481 

Define δσ=σm-σo to be an increase in stress from σo to σm. Assuming that δσ is 482 

much smaller than σo and based on Equations (2) and (3), Das and Scholz (1981) and 483 

Main (1988) got an approximated solution: 484 

 485 
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u/uo=(1-t/tr)
2/(2-n)

  (t≤tr)                                     (4) 486 

 487 

where tr=2(uo/uto)/(n-2)(1+nδσ/2σo) is the occurrence time of the forthcoming 488 

earthquake; and uo and uto are, respectively, the initial crack length and initial crack 489 

velocity. In Equation (4), t=tr is the singular point of the equation when the 490 

earthquake happens. Equation (4) is simply displayed by a thin solid line in Fig. 5b. A 491 

detailed description about dependence of u on n is given in Fig. 6. The u increases 492 

with decreasing n, thus indicating that the fault-zone rocks with small n is more 493 

capable of producing a large event than those with large n. Meanwhile, u increases 494 

very slowly with time before Step 3c and then increases abruptly with time within this 495 

sub-step until failure of an event. 496 

Substitution of Equation (4) into Equation (1) lead to 497 

 498 

∆T=(σduo/Cρh)(1-t/tr)
2/(2-n)   (t≤tr).                            (5) 499 

 500 

The temperature rise increases with dynamic stress, initial slip, and time, but 501 

decreases with increasing thickness of fault-zone rocks because specific heat and 502 

density do not change too much as mentioned above. This temperature rise will 503 

diffuse outwards and partly goes upwards to the ground surface, thus resulting in the 504 

TIR. Fig. 7 displays the temporal variations in ∆T for different values of n when other 505 

six physical parameters are fixed. Regardless of the scaled factor, the temporal 506 

variations of ∆T are similar with those of u/uo. In Fig. 7, a thin horizontal line 507 

represents the critical temperature rise that may leads to high surface temperature for 508 

generating the TIR. The intersection point of the line with each curve denotes the time 509 

when the TIR may occur. Figure 7 shows that the TIR will appear earlier for a larger 510 

event with small n than a small one with large n. From Figs. 5 and 7, ∆T directly 511 

increases with time and its value becomes large in Step 3c which is usually several to 512 

ten days before a forthcoming earthquake (e.g., Wang, 2021b). In case that this 513 

mechanism is the acceptable one of making the temperature rise on the ground surface, 514 

the time interval of appearance of high surface temperature may happen in the time 515 

interval 2−14 days, with the longest one for EQ-01, i.e., the 1999 ML7.3 Chi-Chi 516 

earthquake. Since the Chi-Chi earthquake is the largest one in Table 1, the precursor 517 

times of other events should be shorter than 14 days. Therefore, the observations of 518 
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TD=25 days and TN=20 and 24 days should be questionable. 519 

There is a question: How thick is the layer within which the temperature rise is 520 

produced from preseismic slip? We should concern the underground geological 521 

structures. Fig. 8 shows the structure and stress system of the upper crust. The right 522 

inclined line represents the depth-increasing lithostatic stress and the left line displays 523 

the depth-increasing hydrostatic pressure. Sibson (1992) proposed that in the crust, 524 

the transition from hydrostatic regime to a suprahydrostatic one may occur across a 525 

permeability barrier or through a progressive transition with depth to the lower 526 

permeability crust. Based on the depth distribution of permeability, Zencher et al. 527 

(2006) called the barrier the transition layer whose topmost depth is deeper than 2.5 528 

km for the San Andreas fault, USA (Yerkes et al., 1985). However, the depth range of 529 

permeability barrier in Taiwan cannot been estimated because of a lack of depth 530 

distribution of permeability. Meanwhile, the topography of the Taiwan region varies 531 

very much, from 0 to ∼4000 km. This makes the topmost depth of the permeability 532 

barrier be remarkably non-uniform. We may try an indirect approach to estimate the 533 

possible topmost depth of the permeability barrier in Taiwan. Unsworth et al. (1997) 534 

conducted the magnetotelluric (MT) surveys across the San Andreas fault at Parkfield, 535 

California, USA. Their resistivity structure inferred from MT data reveal that the fault 536 

zone is characterized by a low-electric-resistivity (0.26 Ω-m) wedge that is almost 537 

shallower than 2 km. When the depth is deeper than 2 km, the electric resistivity 538 

remarkably increases. Of course, the depth distributions of electric resistivity are not 539 

similar in the two sides of the San Andreas fault. Chen and Chen (2000) conducted 540 

the MT soundings along eight profiles across the Sanyi-Puli seismic zone in 541 

northwestern Taiwan. The events EQ-01, EQ-05, EQ-12, and EQ-15 occurred almost 542 

in the area. They found low electric resistivity in the topmost layer of ∼2 km below 543 

the sea level and then the electric resistivity increases with depth. This implicates that 544 

the thickness of hydrostatic regime is ∼2 km in the area. The real thickness of 545 

hydrostatic regime in Taiwan should be larger than 2 km when the mountains are 546 

taken into account. For simplicity, we consider the average thickness of hydrostatic 547 

regime in Taiwan to be 2 km. According to Fig. 8, the above-mentioned question may 548 

be considered as: How deep is H within which the temperature rise may be high 549 

enough for producing TIR anomalies? This problem will be discussed below. 550 

Hot water may come from the deep crust. Surkov et al. (2006) assumed that such 551 
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hot water is capable of diffusing upwards through the structures of channels that are 552 

formed by fractures and cracks in the upper layers of the crust having the thickness of 553 

about several kilometers. From the model by Enomoto (2012), the up-going hot gases 554 

come from the source area and thus the depths of producing temperature rise are 555 

almost the focal depths of forthcoming earthquakes. For the model proposed by 556 

Tramutoli et al. (2013), the depths of sources of gases should be shallower than the 557 

focal depths of forthcoming earthquakes, even though the up-going water came from 558 

the foot walls of related faults. In order to make the fluids and gases easily flow 559 

upwards, the sources of gases should be in the layers above the permeability barrier or 560 

transition zone. After the temperature rise has been produced, the temperature may 561 

conduct and/or diffuse outwards (e.g., Turcotte and Schbert, 1982). The temperature 562 

will decrease with increasing distance from the source and decays with increasing 563 

time. In case that the heat should conduct or diffuse a long distance from its source to 564 

the ground surface, it will not easy to result in a high enough surface temperature rise 565 

for generating the TIR. Hence, the source of heat generation cannot be too deep and 566 

should be above the permeability barrier or transition zone. 567 

As mentioned above, the TIR leads to a temperature rise of 2–4 
o
C or more in a 568 

region of several to tens of thousands square km around the epicenter. Hence, ∆T 569 

should be higher than 4 
o
C in the heat sources at depths, because ∆T will decrease 570 

when the heat transfers from the depths to the ground surface. From Equation (1) with 571 

C=10
3
 J/kg-

o
C and ρ =2.6×10

3
 kg/m

3
, ∆T>4 

o
C leads to σd(u/h)>4Cρ=1.04×10

7
 J/m

2
, 572 

where u/h is the strain in the fault zone along the direction of thickness. In order to 573 

generate the electromagnetic precursors, Wang (2021a) assumed that the stress- 574 

induced electric field produced by preseismic slip occurs in the uppermost several 575 

hundred meters of the crust. He estimated the average normal stresses, σn, in the 576 

hydrostatic regime (see Fig. 8) for three faulting types. The upper-bound value is 30 577 

MPa when H is equal to the thickness of hydrostatic regime (≈2 km). In the 578 

uppermost layer with a thickness of 2 km, friction behaves as velocity-strengthening 579 

(see Marone, 1998). This means that dynamic friction, σd, is higher than static friction 580 

σs=fsσn where fs is the static friction coefficient. This should also be held for the 581 

preseismic slip even though the velocity is low. From Equation (4), the preseismic 582 

velocity, ut, is 583 

 584 
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ut=uo[2/(n-2)tr](1-t/tr)
n/(n-2)

  (t≤tr).                              (6) 585 

 586 

Equation (6) exhibits that ut increases with time and is low before Step 3c because uo 587 

is usually very small. Of course, ut becomes high in Step 3c. Although ut is low 588 

before Step 3c, the effect of velocity-strengthening friction still results in σd>σs=fsσn. 589 

Since fs is usually in the range 0.60−0.75 (e.g., Marone, 1998), σd must be higher 590 

than (0.60− 0.75)σn or 18.0−22.5 MPa for the upper bound σn=30 MPa. It seems 591 

acceptable to take 30 MPa as the upper bound of σd in the hydrostatic regime. This 592 

gives u/h>0.347. For M>6 earthquakes, h ranges from 1 m to 50 m from borehole 593 

drilling (e.g., Wang, 2021a). For such earthquakes, we have u>0.347 m for h=1 m and 594 

u>17.333 m for h=50 m. Since the preseismic slip cannot be very large, it should 595 

occur along the sub-faults, with small h, rather than the main fault along which the 596 

forthcoming earthquake will happen. Such sub-faults should be related to the main 597 

fault.  598 

The pre-seismic slip may be due to four seismic phenomena, i.e., foreshocks, the 599 

slow earthquakes (including deep episodic tremor, low-frequency earthquakes, very- 600 

low-frequency earthquakes, slow slip events and silent earthquakes) (e.g., Kano et al., 601 

2018), the nucleation phases (e.g., Wang, 2017), and micro-fracturing (Molchanov 602 

and Hayakawa, 1995). Wang (2021a) assumed that preseismic slip is likely produced 603 

by nucleation phases and micro-fractures. The amplitude of nucleation phases is 604 

commonly very short and the phase usually appeared only several ten seconds before 605 

an earthquake. This suggests that the nucleation phases cannot produce the TIR. 606 

Hence, micro-fracturing may play the main role on the generation of TIR anomalies. 607 

The dimension of micro-fractures ranges 10
-4−10

-1
 m (Molchanov and Hayakawa, 608 

1995). Hence, the TIR anomalies must be produced in sub-faults with a thickness 609 

being shorter than 1 m. When such sub-faults are directly linked to the main one of 610 

the forthcoming earthquake, the TIR anomalies may appear near the mainshock 611 

epicenter. When such sub-faults are not directly linked to the main one, the TIR 612 

anomalies could appear somewhat far away from the mainshock epicenter. Of course, 613 

when the physical conditions on the sub-faults are not suitable for the formation of 614 

preseismic slip, the TIR anomalies will not be generated before an earthquake. This 615 

interprets why some earthquakes were not proceeded by the TIR/OLR anomalies. 616 

As listed in Table 1, numerous observations (e.g., Ouzounov et al., 2018; Fu et al., 617 
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2020) show that the POEA did not continue with time and appeared only on a few 618 

days in either day-time or night-time before forthcoming earthquakes. Meanwhile, the 619 

number of days in which the POEA were detected varies for different events. From 620 

field surveys and theoretical modelling as mentioned above, the emission of diffused 621 

gases generally continue with time. The Rn concentrations usually either increase or 622 

decrease with time until the occurrence of forthcoming events (Wakita et al., 1980, 623 

1986; Liu et al.,1984; Kuo et al., 2010, 2018, 2019; Fu et al., 2017a,b; Fu and Lee, 624 

2018). Of course, some fluctuations may appear on the temporal variations because of 625 

increases or decreases in Rn concentrations caused by background seismicity, 626 

foreshocks, and other geological reasons. Based on eq. (4), the preseismic slip 627 

increased with time before a forthcoming earthquake. When the frictional heat is high 628 

enough due to the appearance of long enough preseismic slip, the TIR/OLR may 629 

occur and should continuously increase with time because preseismic slip increases 630 

with time. This makes the POEA continuously increase with time. Clearly, there is 631 

inconsistency between observations of POEA and theoretical results. This is a sort of 632 

evidence to suggest that the frictional heat is not generated on the main fault where 633 

the forthcoming earthquake will happen because the preseismic slip should occur 634 

continuously in a very long time period before the event. On the other hand, the 635 

abnormal temperature rise that produces the POEA is generated by frictional heating 636 

due to the preseismic slip on the sub-faults in the shallow part of the source area of a 637 

forthcoming earthquake as suggested previously. Those sub-faults did not slip 638 

simultaneously because their physical conditions are not the same. The preseismic slip 639 

on a sub-fault started to move and then stopped in a short time interval. The number 640 

of such sub-faults may be distinct for different forthcoming earthquakes because of 641 

different seismogenic conditions. This leads to the observations that the POEA 642 

appeared only on a few days in either the day-time or the night-time before 643 

forthcoming earthquakes. 644 

 645 

6. Conclusions 646 

 647 

From Pulinets and Dunajeck (2007), Pulinets and Ouzounov (2011), Genzano et al. 648 

(2015), and Fu et al. (2020), the TIR/OLR anomalies proceeded 27 earthquakes 649 

with ML=5.6−7.3 and d=8.0−215.8 km in Taiwan. Three types of precursor times are 650 
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in use: TD is the largest number of days when the anomalies observed in the day-time; 651 

TN is the largest number of days when the anomalies observed in the night-time; and T 652 

that is the larger value of TD and TN is taken as the precursor time for an event. The 653 

TD value of an event and the TN values of two events are abnormally large and 654 

questionable. 655 

The data points of the plot of T versus ML is scattered. Nevertheless, the correlation 656 

between T and ML is positive when the data points with abnormally large T values are 657 

excluded. The data points of the plot of TD versus ML are scattered. Regardless of two 658 

data points with abnormally large TN values, a positive correlation can be recognized 659 

from the data points of TN versus ML. Hence, it seems better to observe the TIR/OLR 660 

anomalies in the night-time than in the day-time. 661 

Among the 27 earthquakes, 8 events were proceeded by Rn concentration changes 662 

with precursor times, TRn, ranging from 7.4 to 171 days. For most of the 8 events, TRn 663 

is much longer than either TN or TN. Meanwhile, for several events Rn concentrations 664 

decreased from the background levels to the minima. Hence, the mechanism of energy 665 

release due to α-particles that were produced from the decay process of 
222

Rn to 
214

Pb 666 

cannot completely and reliably interpret the preseismic TIR/OLR anomalies.  667 

Based on rock mechanics experiments, there is a theory about the production of 668 

temperature rise, ∆T, from frictional heating due to preseismic slip. The thickness of a 669 

fault zone is an important factor in influencing the temperature rise. From the theory 670 

and the underground crustal structure, the preseismic slip should occur in the topmost 671 

layer, with a thickness of 2 km, of the crust. In principle, ∆T continuously increases 672 

with time. On the other hand, the observations show that the TIR/OLR anomalies 673 

appeared discontinuously before forthcoming earthquakes and the occurrence times 674 

vary for different earthquakes. There is inconsistency between the results of models 675 

and the observations. A possible mechanism is that the temperature rise caused by 676 

frictional heating due to preseismic slip which happened in the different short time 677 

intervals on a few shallow sub-faults in the source areas of forthcoming earthquakes. 678 
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Figures

Figure 1

The �gure shows the epicenters of 27 earthquakes listed in Table 1. EQ-01

event is the 1999 ML7.3 Chi-Chi earthquake. The open and solid circles denote the

events with d≤40 km and those with d>40 km, respectively. ‘LV’ represents the

Longitudinal Valley.



Figure 2

The plot of TN versus TD from Table 1.The thin solid line represents the

bisection line. Symbols: open circles for the events with d≤40 km and solid circles

for those with d>40 km.



Figure 3

The plot of T versus ML from Table 1. Symbols: open circles for the

events with d≤40 km and solid circles for those with d>40 km.



Figure 4

(a) for the plot of TD versus ML and (b) for the plot of TN versus ML from

Table 1. Symbols: open circles for the events with d≤40 km and solid circles for

those with d>40 km.



Figure 5

The temporal variations in stress, σ, stress intensity, K, and slip, u, in a fault

zone: (a) for σ, and (b) for K (thick line) and u (thin line). The detailed description

concerning this �gure can see the text. (after Wang, 2021a)



Figure 6

The plot shows the temporal variations in u/uo with time for �ve values of n,

i.e., 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60. The thin horizontal line represents the ratio uc/uo whose

uc is the critical value for producing a detectable surface temperature responsible

for generation of TIR. (after Wang, 2021a)



Figure 7

The plot shows the temporal variations in ΔT with time for �ve values of n,

i.e., 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60. The thin horizontal line represents ΔTc which is the

critical value for producing the detectable TIR.



Figure 8

Schematic diagram for underground stress system: the hydrostatic regime,

the permeability barrier (or transition layer) which is located in between two

horizontal lines (~2 km for the upper line and ~6 km for the lower one), and the

suprahydrostatic regime. The right inclined line represents the depth-increasing

lithostatic stress, and the left line displays the depth-increasing hydrostatic

pressure. The depth range in between the ground surface and a depth of H

expresses the range within which the temperature rise produced by preseismic slip

may be high enough for generating TIR anomalies as discussed in the text. The

�gure is modi�ed from Wang (2021a).
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